system of a behaving organism has the computational Wagner model), temporal integration is characterized capabilities of representing both long-and short-term by the learning rate. Using fMRI and this theoretical strategies by means of a different degree of temporal framework, we are able to distinguish between learnintegration, possibly in distinct brain regions.
forced (CS+) and nonreinforced (CS-
). However, changes over time can be confounded by effects not related to learning per se, like habituation. One way to investigate how and where the brain represents the stimulus predictions is to systematically manipulate the CS-US contingency, i.e., dynamically change the probability of reinforcement (US occurrence), thus simulating changes of the correlative structure of events as they can occur in real-world learning settings.
Another prerequisite for Pavlovian conditioning is the temporal integration of past experiences for the detection of the correlative structure between contingent events. This question can be ideally investigated by employing formal learning theories, since they embody the temporal integration as a model parameter. Computational models of Pavlovian conditioning like the Rescorla-Wagner (RW) model (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972 [V t−1 + ⑀(R t − V t )] (equations adopted from Dayan and Abbott, 2001 ). Thus, the updating of stimulus predicsence of the US and intermediate phases in which the tions relies on two sources: (1) the past (long-term) contingencies were unclear (see Experimental Prolearning history that accumulates in V t-1 and (2) the incedures and Figure 1 ). We chose two visual stimuli stantaneous (short-term) prediction error (R t -V t ) that (face/house) as CSs and an aversive pain stimulus as relates current outcome to the previous learning histhe US (pricking laser pain in experiment 1 and heat tory. Crucially, the learning parameter ⑀ regulates the pain delivered by a thermode in experiment 2). influence of the current prediction error in the predicIn order to prevent subjects from developing elabotion update. If the parameter ⑀ is high, the current prerate cognitive strategies for predicting US occurrence, diction error exerts a strong influence on the prediction we chose an implicit conditioning paradigm in experiupdate, thus ignoring past experience as the primary ment 1 and distracted them with a simple working influence. Conversely, if ⑀ is low, the prediction update memory (WM) task (Carter et al., 2003) . As a physiologiis primarily driven by past learning experience, mostly cal index of learning, we collected skin conductance disregarding current prediction error (see Figure 1) . responses (SCRs) throughout the first experiment. FurThus, the learning parameter ⑀ can be seen as a time thermore, we sought to replicate and generalize the constant that captures the interval of temporal intefindings in experiment 1 and adopted a similar, but exgration of past learning experiences in different brain plicit conditioning paradigm in experiment 2, in which regions. Functional neuroimaging is ideally suited to subjects were asked to provide online ratings of US exdetect this integration, as it is capable of assessing acpectancy. tivity changes in multiple brain areas at the same time Imaging data were analyzed within the RW frameduring learning. Long temporal integration suggests a work employing either a low or a high learning paramesustained representation of the acquired value in form ter ⑀ to determine the interval of temporal integration. of the stimulus prediction, while short temporal integWe expected brain regions known for their involvement ration can be interpreted as an anticipatory signal enin learning and memory (such as MTL structures) coding the instantaneous reinforcement expectancy. (Buchel et al., 1998 (Buchel et al., , 1999 Figure 3A) . Other brain regions showing a similar response pattern in the same contrast are bilateral nucleus accumbens, bilateral ventral putamen, and bilateral hippocampus (see Figure  S1 ). Further regions (Table 1 , part I) were midcingulate, perigenual cingulate cortex, the hand area of primary somatosensory cortex (S1) contralateral to the stimulated hand, and the red nucleus. Interestingly, the dif- The interpretation of the response pattern of parameter estimates (β weights) displayed adjacently to the could selectively modulate the processing in percepstatistical maps is complicated because the sign and tual areas (e.g., processing enhancement in expectathe relative size of both low and high ⑀ estimates inflution of upcoming aversive reinforcement). Thus, we exence the modulation of the fitted response in the particpected to find short temporal integration (high ⑀) in ular voxel. A negative estimate reverses the direction of areas related to perceptual processing in the ventral the modulation, while the relative size of the estimates visual system (Epstein et al., 1999; Kanwisher et al., determines which regressor dominates the modulation 1997).
of the fitted response. In order to visualize the combined effects of both high and low ⑀ modulation, we Results and Discussion plotted the fitted predictions in the left amygdala (Figures S3C and S3D ). This figure clearly shows a distinct Experiment 1 modulatory pattern depending on the CS type (face/ Prior to data analysis, we verified that subjects mainhouse): while the influence of the low ⑀ prediction domitained a high level of target detection accuracy and nates the modulation for the face CS, the modulation showed typical activations for painful laser stimulation for the house CS is primarily driven by the negative high (see the Supplemental Results available with this arti-⑀ prediction yielding an increasing modulatory influence cle online).
on the BOLD response in the left amygdala during Skin Conductance Data phases of nonreinforcement. The demonstration of differential conditioning (CS+ verIn contradistinction, the reverse contrast (high > low sus CS-) after the acquisition phase is a widely ac-⑀ prediction regressors) yielded a significant effect in cepted index for learning in a Pavlovian conditioning the left fusiform face area (FFA, Figure 3B ). Further reexperiment (Knight et al., 2003; Ohman and Soares, gions that showed a similar effect were found in bilat-1994, 1998). However, in a design with variable contineral anterior insula and in the left lateral orbitofrontal gencies, it is difficult to select those trials in which a cortex ( Figure S2 ). Table 1 (part II) lists the Z values for CS reliably predicts US presence (CS+) or absence these regions that correspond to the particular volumes (CS−). We compared the mean skin conductance reof interest. The pattern of high and low ⑀ estimates in sponse (SCRs) of "high" versus "low" contingency CSs these regions suggests a different modulatory influence (for threshold, see Experimental Procedures) in a paired of the RW prediction than in the amygdala (Figures S1E t test across all subjects and found a significant difand S1F): the modulations of BOLD responses to the ferential conditioning effect (T 13 = 2.29, p < 0.05). Deface CS are almost entirely influenced by the high ⑀ tailed inspection of the data revealed that this signifiprediction, while the negative low ⑀ prediction exerts an cant differential conditioning effect was limited to the influence only for the house CS, yielding a response face CS (T 13 = 2.30, p < 0.05) and did not occur for the pattern in which the modulation decreases as the house CS (T 13 = 0.46, p > 0.6) ( Figure 2A) .
house becomes more and more predictable of the US Imaging Data occurrence. In order to investigate the regional specificity of the interval of temporal integration, we included regressors encoding the RW predictions with a low and a high Thus, it might be possible that subjects only learned of the task, we intended to generalize the findings of experiment 1 and rule out confounds and alternative the contingency of the face CS because it was always the first CS to be systematically reinforced. Another poexplanations. In experiment 2, we sought to obtain an explicit and direct behavioral measure of the US predictential confound was that the two contingency curves were exact complements of each other: when the face tion. Consequently, subjects were asked to give binary ratings of US expectancy within the first 2 s of CS oc-CS was reinforced, the house CS was not, and vice versa. Thus, subjects could have simply learned the currence. These altered instructions change the paradigm from an implicit to an explicit conditioning design. face contingency and implicitly inferred the house contingency. Third, it remained unclear whether the obIn order to control for inverse contingencies, we shifted the phase of the two contingency curves by only 90°served modulations in the amygdala and the FFA crucially rest on the implicit nature of the conditioning (Figure 4) . Finally, we also inserted a short period of random 50% partial reinforcement in the event train paradigm in experiment 1. Thus, in a different version vealed that seven subjects learned the contingencies of both CSs, five additional subjects learned only the contingency of one CS, while five subjects did not learn the contingency of either CS. Based on these observations in the total sample of 17 subjects, we confined the analysis of the imaging data to those 12 subjects who learned the association of at least one CS and the US, but included only the effect size images for the high and low ⑀ modulation for which we found behavioral evidence of learning (see Experimental Procedures).
Imaging Data
In order to directly compare these results with those of experiment 1, we performed the same analysis of the imaging data. As indicated by the exploratory sampling of ⑀ parameter space (see Experimental Procedures), we set the low ⑀ to 0.15 and the high ⑀ to 0.95. The derived predictions at these learning rates were included as parametric modulations in the first level analysis and were later compared with differential contrasts in a repeated-measures ANOVA at the second level.
For the comparison of low > high ⑀ regressors, we found a significant effect in the right amygdala ( Figure  5A ). The corresponding Z and p values for a reduced search volume are listed in Table 2 (part I). In contrast were found in the anterior insula and orbitofrontal cortex (Table 2, part II) . Strikingly, the pattern of parameter estimates for the prior to any systematic contingency changes in order high and low ⑀ regressors in amygdala and FFA very to distract subjects from cognitive search processes for closely corresponded to that of experiment 1 (see Figthe correct contingency pattern. Importantly, we creures 3 and 5 for visual comparison). We also plotted ated individual event trains for each subject. In addithe fitted prediction curve for better visualization of the tion, we counterbalanced the CS assignments across modulatory influences of the high and low ⑀ regressors subjects, i.e., for some subjects the face was the first for this experiment ( Figure S4 ). These curves also CS to be systematically reinforced, while for others it strongly underline the close correspondence to the fitwas the house. Figure 4 shows an example event train ted prediction curves from experiment 1. Thus, in exand derived RW prediction curves (see Experimental periment 2, we demonstrate very precise replications Procedures for more detail). As in experiment 1, we verof our findings from experiment 1, despite significant ified that the US (thermode heat pain) elicited similar changes to the experimental procedures, especially the activations in pain-related regions (see Supplemental cognitive task.
Results)
In both experiments, we investigated the representaBehavioral Data tion of CS-US contingencies using Pavlovian fear conWe tested our behavioral data in a statistical approach ditioning. In experiment 1, we chose an implicit variant analogous to the SCRs in experiment 1 by comparing of the paradigm (Carter et al., 2003) , while in experithe expectancy ratings of those events in which the CSment 2, we adopted an explicit version requiring the US contingency was "high" against those in which the subjects to rate their US expectancy. Behaviorally, we contingency was "low" (see Experimental Procedures found evidence for a selective learning effect for face for analogous thresholds as in experiment 1). These CS in experiment 1 and for both CSs in experiment 2. comparisons yielded highly significant learning effects Using a paradigm involving dynamically changing reinfor both CSs at the group level (face: T 16 = 4.284, p < forcement contingencies, we sought to determine the 0.001; house: T 16 = 4.355, p < 0.001; Figure 2B ). At the interval of temporal integration of past experiences single-subject level, we identified successful learning necessary for generating reliable stimulus predictions when the behavioral responses were positively correlated with the reinforcement regime. This criterion re-(Schultz and Dickinson, 2000). These varying contin- gencies simulate changes in stimulus-stimulus associing the face and house CS (FFA and PPA). Although we also found long temporal integration in other areas ations as they can occur in real-world settings. In line with our hypotheses, we found significant effects of (e.g., hippocampus and ventral striatum) and short temporal integration in anterior insula and orbitofrontal cortemporal integration in both experiments in two sets of regions in which the BOLD signal covaried with the tex in experiment 1, we decided to adopt a conservative approach and discuss only those areas that show prediction as derived from the Rescorla-Wagner model, albeit on different time scales. The amygdala displayed a similar and robust effect in both experiments. a long temporal integration (low learning parameter ⑀).
On the contrary, we found effects of short temporal inLong Temporal Integration in the Amygdala
There is a widely accepted consensus that the amygtegration (high learning parameter ⑀) in ventral visual areas known for their specific involvement in processdala plays a pivotal role in the formation of CS-US as- ferently, in the context of formal learning theories, the lient than houses. Early conditioning studies demonmore predictable a CS becomes (given stable continstrated that biologically salient stimuli can be better gencies), the less activation is observed in the amygconditioned than nonsalient stimuli, even in the abdala, suggesting an involvement of this structure in sence of awareness (Esteves et al., 1994; Ohman and encoding and processing contingency changes. The Soares, 1994). The observed difference in the predicfindings of our two experiments support this notion: the tion modulation for both CSs suggests that the amygamygdala closely monitors contingency changes for dala closely reflects (or encodes) the long-term reinbiologically salient stimuli (i.e., face CSs). Because we forcement contingencies for biologically salient stimuli, wanted to systematically manipulate reinforcement while simultaneously suppressing the prediction encontingencies, our phases of stable contingencies were coding for a competing, but less salient CS (short-term necessarily short. Thus, the reason we did not observe inhibitory unlearning). It would require further investigadecreases in activation during phases of stable contintion to characterize this difference in prediction modugencies might be that for the amygdala, which may enlation in more detail, e.g., with two face CSs with potencode contingency changes on a long-term basis, these tially different facial expressions.
phases of "stable" contingencies were not long enough These differential findings seem to be supported by to detect the stability. the behavioral data of experiment 1 (implicit task), in It is interesting to note that the low learning rate was which subjects developed differential SCRs only for the slightly higher in experiment 2 (⑀ = 0.15) than in experiface CS. However, under an explicit cognitive task (exment 1 (⑀ = 0.05). This could be an effect of the different periment 2), differential expectancy ratings were found cognitive tasks in the two experiments. The learning for both CSs. Given these findings, we suggest that the rate ⑀ is also influenced by the associability of CS and acquisition of a Pavlovian conditioning under subtle US (Pearce and Bouton, 2001). In experiment 2, subchanges in reinforcement contingencies and under imjects were asked to submit online expectancy ratings plicit processing is facilitated when biologically salient of the US. The explicit nature of the task probably leads stimuli are employed as CSs (Ohman and Soares, 1994, to an increased allocation of processing resources, 1998), whereas directing attention to US expectancies (explicit task) attenuates this bias. Interestingly, the which in turn could increase the associability of the CSs.
Short-Term Anticipation of Reinforcement activation for the predictions in the ACC, anterior insula, and midcingulate cortex. These activations are in in Perceptual Areas
the vicinity of the foci we reported in experiment 1 (FigIn juxtaposition to the amygdala findings, we found cirure S2, Table 1 ). Furthermore, our findings help to charcumscribed activations in stimulus-specific regions of acterize the observed activation with different amounts the ventral visual stream (FFA/PPA) in both experiof temporal integration. ments. Strikingly, the patterns of parameter estimates
The distinction between prediction error and predicof both experiments also closely correspond to each tions in formal learning theories is essential, as the forother.
mer can be seen as the pacemaker of learning, whereas Here, the pattern of the prediction modulation can be the latter actually computes and encodes the values of best described as short temporal integration (high ⑀) expected outcomes ( tegration of the past learning experiences in the amygWhile these studies greatly contribute to the identifidala and short temporal integration in stimulus-specific cation of the neural correlates of prediction error, the ventral stream areas (FFA/PPA) that reflects the infocus of our investigation lies on the structures encodstantaneous reinforcement expectancy and selectively ing the actual predictions. To our knowledge, only one enhances perceptual processing. Crucially, in order to other imaging study also tried to localize the anatomidetect the modulatory influence of reinforcement concal structures encoding the stimulus predictions. In an tingencies on the BOLD signal, we employed a design elegant second-order aversive conditioning study emwith varying contingencies. ploying a temporal differences learning model, SeyThe parallelism and yet regional distinction of both slow and fast learning-related changes is the potential mour and colleagues (Seymour et al., 2004) reported on the actual event train in Figures 1 and 4 , the RW model allows One-back targets always appeared in the pause between the US the estimation of constantly updated outcome predictions that can and the following CS approximately every 20-30 s. In the meanbe subsequently used to model the data. According to the RW time, one of the CSs was presented in the background for 6 s. We model, the predicted outcome V t is calculated with the following chose a jittered SOA of 12 ± 2 s for the CSs. A neutral facial expresequations: sion drawn from the Ekman Series of Facial Affect (Ekman and Friesen, 1976) and a picture of a house were used as our two CSs. The V t = w t−1 × u t laser pain stimulus (US), which had a duration of only 1 ms, coincided with the offset of the CS, thus rendering our design as an and implicit delay conditioning paradigm. w t = w t−1 + e(R t − V t ) × u t Experiment 2 In order to obtain stronger behavioral data, we chose an explicit where V t indicates the predicted outcome of trial t, u t indicates the conditioning procedure that renders a direct measure of stimulus CS type at trial t (face or house) and can be either 1 or 0 depending prediction. Subjects were asked to give a binary rating of US exif the particular CS type is presented on trial t, R t indicates the pectancy via a button press within the first 2 s of the presentation actual outcome of trial t, w t indicates the change in prediction at of each CS. For CSs, we used the same visual stimuli as in experitrial t due to the prediction error at trial t (R t -V t ), and ⑀ indicates ment 1 and presented them also for 6 s (jittered SOA of 12 ± 2 s). the learning parameter that controls the influence of the prediction However, we chose a heat pain stimulus delivered via a thermode error in the update of the prediction (Dayan and Abbott, 2001 ). attached to the inside of the subjects' left forearm as a more effecWe sought to determine the optimal learning parameter of a partive US. ticular brain region. This can be accomplished by nonlinear optimization or by densely sampling the parameter space of ⑀. We chose the latter approach because it is more feasible within the GLM
Contingency Variation
In order to demonstrate covariation between brain activation in framework as employed by SPM2. Thus, we conducted analyses for a range of ⑀ (0 to 1 in steps of 0.05) and identified the ⑀ for specific regions and constantly updated stimulus prediction, we manipulated CS-US contingencies by increasing and decreasing which the mean effect size (across subjects, one-sample t test) was maximal. This revealed that the maximal effect sizes for activated the probability of US occurrence in a systematic way. Thus, in a first step we created a pseudorandom CS event train with the revoxels were reached at either very low (⑀ = 0.05) or very high (⑀ = 0.95) learning rates in experiment 1. Consequently, we used these striction that each CS type (face or house) could appear only on two successive trials. Experimental Procedure Experiment 1 2, the phase shift was 90°. In addition, we added a 50% partial reinforcement period prior to the systematic contingency variation Subjects were instructed that they would participate in a working memory task in which they were distracted either by visual stimuli in experiment 2 in order to alleviate cognitive search processes for the reinforcement schedule. The aforementioned sines then served appearing in the background or sometimes by painful stimuli applied to the top of their left hand. It was explained to them that the as threshold functions describing the probability of reinforcement at each trial. To apply this continuous contingency sine wave to the goal of the study was to monitor their brain activations during the task and that they should therefore pay close attention to the workdiscrete event train, we drew a random number in the amplitude range of the sine wave for each trial. If that random number fell ing memory task. Subjects completed the fMRI session in 19 min.
After scanning, subjects were confronted with a postexperimenStatistical Analysis of Behavioral Data-Experiment 2 In order to closely match the SCR analysis of experiment 1, we tal questionnaire testing for their conscious knowledge of the stimulus contingencies, first under free and then under cued recall conchose a similar group approach for the behavioral data of experiment 2. Thus, we compared the expectancy ratings of trials with ditions (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details).
high CS-US contingency with those of low contingency using the same cut-off thresholds as in experiment 1. Thresholds were based Experiment 2 Subjects were instructed that they would participate in an experion the outcome prediction at ⑀ = 0.15 to match the learning rate used in the analysis of the imaging data. However, in the attempt ment that investigates the effects of expectancies on subsequent pain perception and the related brain activation. While it was to demonstrate the behavioral relevance of the activations found in the imaging analysis, we selected only those subjects who showed stressed that they should provide expectancy ratings for every trial, it was not mentioned to them that they were part of a learning/ clear evidence of learning (i.e., a positive correlation between expectancy ratings and the reinforcement regime). conditioning study. Subjects completed the fMRI session in 24 min.
Subjects
Statistical Analysis of Imaging Data In experiment 1, we scanned 15 right-handed male subjects (mean Data analysis in both experiments was performed using a general age: 25.3 ± 2.8 SD). One subject was excluded from the analysis linear model as implemented in SPM2. We targeted our analysis to due to a misunderstanding of task instructions. In experiment 2, the detection of brain regions that covary with the outcome predicwe scanned 17 subjects (8 males, mean age: 24.9 ± 2.5 SD). All tion of different learning rates ⑀. Hence, we included the optimal subjects were free of neurological or psychiatric diseases, had norhigh and low ⑀ RW predictions (as determined from our exploratory mal or corrected-to-normal vision, and signed a consent statement analysis above) as parametric modulations in the design matrix. that was approved by the local ethics committee.
Design matrices at the single-subject level were created by convolving the stimulus function the high learning rate for each CS type. In experiment 2, we raised the same three effect size images of those CSs to the second level,
Data Processing
for which subjects demonstrated a behavioral learning effect (see SCR data of experiment 1 were resampled to 10 Hz, low-pass filabove). Seven subjects learned both CSs (face and house), two tered (3 s cut-off), and mean corrected. We then calculated the additional subjects learned only the face CS, and three additional second interval response (SIR) by subtracting the mean of 3 s subjects learned only the house CS. Thus, the analysis comprised prestimulus baseline from the maximum SC deflection of the secdata from 12 subjects. The analyses in both experiments were apond half of the CS (3 s window). Previous studies have reported propriately corrected for potential nonspherical distribution of the that the SIR is affected by contingency variations in the course of error term. learning experiments Wolter and Lachnit, 1993) .
In order to show regions that exhibit long temporal integration, Image processing and statistical analyses of both experiments we then created the differential t contrasts that compared low > were carried out using SPM2. Prior to image processing, we dishigh ⑀ regressors. Similarly, we also created the differential t concarded the first four images to alleviate the scan equilibration eftrast of high > low ⑀ regressors to detect those regions of short fect. All volumes were realigned to the first volume, spatially nortemporal integration. Our statistical threshold was set at p < 0.05, malized to a standard EPI template (Friston et al., 1995) using 3rd corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (Gendegree B-spline interpolation, and finally smoothed with an isoovese et al., 2002). For displaying purposes in Figure 3 and 5 and tropic 10 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian filter to account Figures S1 and S2, the statistical maps were thresholded at p < for anatomical differences between subjects and to allow for valid 0.01. statistical inference at the group level. Table S1 ). The hippocampus, ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens), anterior insula, and orbitofrontal cortex were corrected for US contingency was low. We defined the thresholds for "high" 
